
Loading and Staging the Job 
Loading and staging a job can be complicated and often requires significant crane 
time and coordination. With fewer rolls to hoist to the roof and stage, contractors 
can finish loading the job quicker and start getting the job done sooner.

Cover More With Every Roll 
Regardless of a roll’s size, it must be moved into position, kicked out, and aligned 
before it can be adhered or secured in place. Every time a 12-foot roll is kicked 
out and positioned, it covers 20% more roof area vs. a 10' x 100' roll. Reducing the 
number of rolls that need to be kicked out and positioned can save numerous man 
hours over the course of a project.

Reduce the Number of Seams 
Using 12-foot rolls cuts down the number of seams, saving significant time spent 
welding seams, installing T-joint patches, and inspecting and probing at the 
completion of the job. Using 10-foot rolls requires over 20% more seams than 
12-foot rolls.

Less Waste 
With fewer rolls on the job there is less packaging and core waste to dispose of 
compared to smaller sheets, which is more efficient and better for the environment.

Versico’s introduction of the industry’s first-ever 12-foot-wide 

QA TPO sheet brings labor savings and efficiency to get 

more done in less time. With fewer rolls to load on to the roof, 

less time spent positioning and kicking out rolls, and fewer 

seams to weld, 12-foot-wide QA TPO is the fastest and most 

efficient way to install self-adhered roofs.

VERSIWELD TPO
Versico’s 12-Foot QA VersiWeld® TPO Membrane
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